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Team Ridings – Arlington, TX

Captain:
Charles Ridings
Stoker:
Christina Ridings
Joined DATES: June 2012
How long have you been cycling?
Captain: Since youth
Stoker: Since youth
How long tandeming? One week =)
Why did you decide to start riding
tandem? Seeking new adventures
together
What kind of tandem do you ride? Co-Motion Speedster Co-Pilot
How often do you ride? Right now we are riding 4-5 times a week in the evenings –
getting familiar with starting, stopping and communication. So far, so good! I am taking a
spin class at the gym to build up strength and endurance.
How Far? We haven’t truly pushed ourselves as of yet and ride only 5-10 miles at a time
but plan to increase slowly each week.
Favorite Ride? Yet to be determined . . . it awaits us.
Usual route/area? Around our home, or out at our land (7-R Ranch)
Where/How did you hear about Double DATES? Internet - when we made the decision
to tandem we read all we could prior to purchase and in that sought out like-minded
individuals to enhance and broaden our experience as well as challenge/push us a bit. As
an Arlington resident we naturally looked for associations close to home.
Anything else you’d like your new club members to know about you? Charles & I
have been married 27 years, love to read, travel and entertain. We have three children,
two girls in college and one son who is a senior in high school this year. Katelynn, (21) is a
senior at DBU majoring in Elementary Education. Hannah (19) is a sophomore at Texas
A&M and is double majoring in journalism and photography. Charlie (18 this month) hopes
to go into law enforcement or military. We are a close knit family and enjoy our time
together. We attend First Baptist Mansfield where we are very active.
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Team Rogers-Bloomer – Dallas, TX
Captain:
Stuart Rogers
Stoker:
Keri Bloomer
Joined DATES: May 2012
How long have you been cycling?
Captain: Since the 80s
Stoker: Does a backpack count? If so, then as soon as I could lift my head ☺ After that
I rode a tandem with my Dad.
How long tandeming? A few months
Why did you decide to start riding tandem? Thought we would be faster together
What kind of tandem do you ride? Santana
How often do you ride? Right now just DATES rides
How Far? 50 – 60 miles.
Favorite Ride? Haven’t done a lot on the tandem – Ben Wheeler
Where/How did you hear about Double DATES? My parents
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Ride & Pool Party

Swimming pool, hotdogs, apple pie, and tandems.
July 4

8:30 am start
Home of Roane and Juanita Logan
3403 Summer Place
Farmers Branch, TX 75234
Join Roane and Juanita for a no-drop ride on July 4. Due to the closure of several bridges
over I-635, and the near impossible commute over the ones that are still open, we put
together a new route this year. The ride starts at our house in Farmers Branch, as always,
but we’ll go to Las Colinas instead of Dallas. On the way, we’ll hopefully catch the July 4th
Walk and Bike parade through one of the Farmers Branch neighborhoods, see the new
avant-garde Irving Convention Center, and climb a hill or two. The route is approximately 30
miles in total on excellent roads with little traffic.
Afterwards, we’ll dine on hot dogs and cool off in the pool. BYOBBS. That’s bring your own
favorite beer and bathing suits.
Lots of kiddos are out riding their bikes on the 4th, and they really like seeing the tandems.
Decorate yourselves and your bikes in red, white, and blue, and let’s show them that grownups have more fun. Please RSVP 469-688-0070 or juanitalogan@yahoo.com.

Norma’s Brunch Ride
Sunday, July 8
Warren and Audre Casteel will be leading a breakfast ride from Plano to Norma’s in south
Dallas on Sunday July 8, probably leaving around 7:00 am. There will also likely be a
contingent who will leave from a more southern area, and both groups will meet at Norma’s.
More information to come; watch your email from DATES and check the DATES website.
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McKinney Ride
July 28, 8:00 am
Jeff and Heather Lingo will be leading a ride on Saturday, July 28, from McKinney with routes
of 31, 41, and 51 miles. The first 19 miles are all together. There are lunch options on the
square in McKinney after. Ride start at 8:00 a.m. Leaving from corner of South Tennessee
and South Davis Street in McKinney, Google Maps link below:
https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Tennessee+St.+and+Davis,+McKinney,+TX&hl=en&sll=3
3.19406,96.604543&sspn=0.023361,0.046756&hnear=S+Tennessee+St+%26+E+Davis+St,+McKinn
ey,+Collin,+Texas+75069&t=m&z=17

SNACK-ON: A New Service
John McManus

Ever get hungry for pop corn or ice cream on Friday or Saturday night? Want it bad but too
lazy to go get it?
Well there’s a new service which will deliver it to your door. Three guys on a triple tandem
bicycle!
They bike the order to your door in 30 minutes. From 9 p.m. until 6 a.m., Friday and
Saturday. What’s the catch? The service is only available in Sydney, Australia. See
http://www.snackon.com.au
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TEAMWORK HELPS PAIN SUBSIDE
By Rob Smith
It's 4:30 AM and I’m dipping my fingers in Butt Butter
thinking . . . it’s so early? Then I remind myself that this is
for Cheryl. No, it’s not Cheryl’s chamois that I’m greasing
but it’s her battle and we’re teaming up with Carti to ride
and raise money for those who suffer from the terrible
disease we call cancer. Perhaps some of our raised coin
will help find a cure. This disease needs a cure.
True to form, Team Hollansworth is at the registration
desk at 6:55 to ante up while Darla scrambles to pin
numbers to their jerseys all the while the air horn is being
raised and ready to blow. We’re off and Team Smith drops
a chain inside the first 500 yards. Those 15 seconds cost
us 9 miles of pain. We catch the group at the Clinton
Bridge and Teresa says to Darla, "I didn't think we were
ever going to catch you”. And Darla replied, "I was
praying that you would make it back to the group". "I knew you were so I had to blow up
my quads", replies Teresa.
Race conditions were cloudy and cool, no wind to
speak of; however attitudes were restricting our
momentum like fresh Texas chip seal, causing a
pain-in-the-butt. Team Minnerly notices a whining
Sasquatch dude mounted atop like a 90 cm frame
and asks what’s up? The overgrown dude cries,
“I’m just mad at the whole damn deal”, to which
Steve replies, “The pace?” “No - THE WHOLE DAMN
DEAL!” Steve ceases conversation and decides its
best to draft behind him than engage in anger
therapy. We’re rolling down the road when some
dude keeps squealing his brakes in the pace line.
Jeff tells him to cool it before he causes a wreck. He
tells Jeff to make love to himself then barks and
snarls a bit. Later Team-H is told to keep rotating
but Jeff struggles to pull to the front. Then a kind-hearted single rider says, “Hey Mister, its
okay to sit on the back if you like.”
We meet Talker Girl who's married to Screamer Guy. Talker Girl chats throughout the ride
like she's sitting on a bed with six of her best friends during a slumber party. Jeff restrains
from telling her to Zip-It. Lots of single male testosterone fills the air of the pace while
holding at 24 - 25 mph through 40 miles when suddenly we go bowling for H2O. Bless their
hearts for serving screw on water bottles amidst a monster pace line. Stevo swerves to the
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right and announces, "Oh no, this is not going to be good." I follow his line. He 's
experienced the consequences of idiot moves of riders ahead and cautiously unclips
reminding his stoker to ease up. We all must avoid road rash at our age. Sure the scars are
badges that define us as much as our strange tan lines but today I want no part of it. At
that exact moment, Kablooie, the county farm church organist/volunteer is knocked off her
feet while being baptized into the peloton. (Wednesday night church meeting among
deacons and elders will surely discuss guidelines for next years involvement and find answers
for how the small budget can assist with her chiropractic bills)
Out of nowhere an Aussie accent is heard. Is that Cadel
Evans? No, it’s the smiling Graeme Golding sporting
Cadel like quads as he makes his way through the pace
line. We wind our way through a small town dodging pot
holes and shouts of "gravel!", then back to the orders of
Ernie, "Work together, no surging, rotate to your left-off
the front.” Someone politely says, "Did Ernie just pee off
the front of his bike?" "Yup", says a puffy guy through his
shortness of breath. I start to remind Team-H, Team-M
and SG/TG that we are stopping in four miles at our
agreed upon station. Friday night’s team meeting outlined
our stops etched on the whiteboard. Deep down each
team felt the loss of letting the ~18 bikes of twentysomething cyclists ride off leaving a draft to no one. It
was like giving away your first dog knowing that you
couldn't keep it but that somehow you would be better off
without it and that time would heal. So we exited safely
recalling that each of us gave our word and signed on the dotted line during our pre-ride
cedar plank salmon meal. We were a team and deep in the trenches of our souls we were
certain we made the right choice. After all, to each of us, captain and stoker alike, our word
means everything.
It was mile 54 . . . We were stopping. Was that Graeme peddling through the rest stop?
Smiling while making circles ever so careful not to tighten up? And then the Aussie was
gone, again. We drank, we peed, we ate fruit and filled our bottles. We each grew closer to
SG/TG. For Stevo it was much too close. SG tells Stevo to check out how hot his wife looks
in the new kit shorts. Stevo responds, "Uh yeah, good fittin’ kit", then quickly wrestles
through his back pocket offering, "Everyone needs another Payday, want one?" In unison
we thanked the local folks a dozen times each for hosting the stop. These were the smart
volunteers. None of them stood on the bike freeway risking their lives with handouts while
the peloton flew through. They were staged off road under an awning, out of the strike
zone.
The four tandem couples clip in and hit the road. We paced back up to 22 mph. Team HTC
made of eight guys came to our rescue, or so we thought. We soon realized they were Cat 4
riders donning sexy HTC kits but possessed no snap. We soon gobbled them up. With TeamM leading us through some flat winding roads the pace was strong and smooth until the four
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of us were led straight into a gated community without the code to pass through. I hadn’t
experienced that sensation since powering through blind corners in the Village till Jeff yells
STOP!, and we let a blue hair pass through while Darla does the pageant wave. (the foul
mouthed guy with the power brakes would have had no problem maneuvering this
one...EEERRRCHHHH!). Wait a minute . . . was that the Aussie going the opposite direction?
Did he really appear and disappear again or were we seeing things? Hope he knows the way
home. We stopped at the 82 mile rest to find that the long awaited pineapple fruit had been
picked over but plenty of venison on a stick awaited us. Chicken tenders were plentiful too
but water seemed to be the item of choice. We poured it down our throats, over our heads
and some throughout their under-carriage. Before pulling out of our final agreed-upon rest
area (signed in blood) we bowed together to say a prayer for Cheryl. After all, this ride was
being organized by one of the top cancer treatment facilities in the country. We were riding
for Cheryl AND the country church organist who found herself experiencing evil while trying
to do good. Bless her heart. The next ten miles were uneventful until we heard a loud
screaming shout. SG/TG had called it quits. Eight miles from home. Was it a tire? A chain?
A hammy? A feud? Don't know. Team-M was simply told to go on.
We meet Cheryl at the finish line and
congregated at the Team-H camper
enjoying our cool down. Cheryl and Sandy
tell the short version of their coming to
Jesus moment amidst marital strife. A
FamilyLife marriage conference offers
salvation and they accept, together. I ask
Cheryl how she’s feeling. She reminds me
that her support group means everything
and how she couldn’t make it without
them. Cheryl joins us for lunch then
whispers to Sandy that she's tiring. I’m
reminded that the gift of health is a
fleeting thing. The heat is taking its toll
on Cheryl and all of us. For now, our cure
is rest, and we all part ways to get us
some, but we remain together in spirit. I
love this group.
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Tandem Demo Day Weekend -Ask and Ye Shall Receive
It wasn't the best weekend -- a
Saturday/Sunday in the middle of a hot 3day holiday weekend. But nonetheless
we were hopeful that the first ever DATES
Tandem Demo Weekend would be a
complete success. Little did we know that
all we had to do to get people to try a
tandem was to ask them.

This event came about as a result of
DATES members noticing that our
membership has steadily declined and
mentioning that fact to our sponsoring bike
shop owners -- RBM & Plano Cycling &
Fitness -- who said their tandem sales
have similarly declined. Hence, we
decided to work together to generate
interest in tandem riding through a tandem
demo day at each shop.

As it turned out both shops said that they had
space on their calendars for the May 26-27
weekend, none of us noting that was Memorial
Day weekend. We forged ahead, recruiting
DATES teams to be on hand to talk to people
about tandeming, and the shops arranged
tandem availability and staffing and publicized
the event through distribution list emails and instore signs. We also sent the word out to
Plano Bicycle Association and Greater Dallas
Bicyclists. Teams Vinson,
McPherson/McGuire (MC-squared), Kirklen,
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plus Jeff Lingo and Warren Casteel worked the
PC&F event and Teams Thompson, Hopf, Dixon,
Carlson, and John McManus worked at RBM.
We were overwhelmed at both locations! Twenty
couples showed up to ride tandems at PC&F on
Saturday and 18 couples showed up at RBM on
Sunday. We all stayed really busy talking to
people and prepping tandems by swapping
pedals, adjusting seats and handlebars and
schooling newbies on how to ride a tandem. It
was a ton of fun for us and both shops want to
repeat the event in the fall. They had never seen
so much tandem interest in one day. Plus, the
event resulted in two tandem sales at RBM and
several good leads at PC&F.
Thanks to the DATES teams who volunteered at the shops and to our wonderful sponsoring
bike shops for a successful event. Tandem Demo Day is a keeper!
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Oklahoma Cycling Weekend
By Linda Vinson
Rick to Rick Century
The first leg of the weekend consisted of a century ride from Rick Dixon’s house in McKinney
to Rick Watson’s house in Ardmore, Oklahoma. The ride was initially intended for the
“Captains” to ride to Ardmore, while the “Stokers” provided SAG support or drove the
luggage and tandems to Ardmore. Gradually, “Stokers” have infiltrated the ranks and joined
the “Captains” in the challenge. This morning, 3 “Stokers” joined 7 “Captains” for the trek to
Oklahoma led by the fearless Rick Dixon. The northbound regiment consisted of: Nanette
Bryant, Carol Hopf, Linda Vinson, Herb Bloomer, Chuck Kirklen, Rick Dixon, Alan Kailer, Harry
Thompson, Marc Mumby and Lee Wilson.

The day started cloudy and cooler with the threat of raindrops and our northbound regiment
departed promptly at 7 AM. We weren’t quite 3 miles from the start when Lee Wilson blew
out a tire. Nanette Bryant messaged the southbound contingent and the word spread
amongst the 5 southbound riders. Fortunately, the SAG support had not left the area and
Chuck Kirklen quickly phoned Janet to come to our aid. As Janet pulled up in her Infiniti with
their tandem and her single bike on top, I thought it looked just like a team car from the
Tour de France! Lee’s tire was replaced and we were soon on our way to Weston.
The route to Weston included several roller coaster type hills and as I climbed up one of the
hills, I caught Harry Thompson. I thought it strange that I could catch Harry since I know
him to be a strong rider. More on that later! We took a quick break in Weston and continued
another 15 miles to Gunter for a rendezvous with our wonderful SAG support crew of Sandra
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Bloomer, Ann Dixon, Dan Hopf, Renee Kailer, Janet Kirklen and Janette Thompson. Our
support crew was well stocked with ice, water and Gatorade, cookies, fruit and Pringles! Both
Janette and Ann were wearing light jackets which is unusual to see in Texas in June.
We continued north and gradually the stronger riders pulled away. Since this was the first
century for Carol and me on our single bikes, we planned to stick together and see each
other through the journey. Eventually Nanette slowed down to join us and we became the “3
Amigos”. There were some stretches of long, straight, flat roads which became monotonous.
We had our own personal SAG vehicle following us and we discussed what we thought Dan
was doing in the vehicle. Carol thought Dan might be listening to music or on the phone.
Pretty soon we caught up with Herb and Harry. We all rode together for awhile until we hit a
hill and Harry dropped back. As I rode behind Harry, I noticed his rear wheel had a wobble. I
studied more closely and informed him about what I saw and then rode up to notify Herb.
Herb dropped back and confirmed the wobble, but Harry decided to wait and investigate at
the lunch stop.
Meanwhile, the southbound contingent was making good time. The group arrived at the
lunch stop/picnic area around 11:15 AM. The 5 riders were Ronnie Bryant, Mindy Mashburn,
Susie Mumby, Kevin Vinson and Scott Wilson. Rick Watson started out with the group, and
then he remembered a phone call he had to make and turned back.
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Ronnie, Kevin and Scott decided to continue south to find the northbound group. By now I
was ready to hit the lunch stop and take a break from the bike. I spotted two riders
approaching us in white arm coolers and realized it was Kevin, Scott and Ronnie! They
turned around and escorted us to the lunch stop, but not before finding that Harry had fallen
behind us.
We arrived at the lunch stop hungry and thirsty. Harry inspected his bike and found the rear
rim was cracked and pulled away from the spoke. The rim had been rubbing the brake the
entire time! This explained a lot and Harry had to abandon the ride. He rode the hardest 70
miles of any of us! Our support crew provided a wonderful spread for lunch and Ann
graciously prepared me a sandwich and Pringles. After a chocolate cookie and a fresh
application of sunscreen, I was ready to go.
The group headed north over the Red River. I decided the best thing about doing the century
was that I only had to ride this two lane bridge one time! This section of US-377 is a gradual
climb from the river bottom. The faster riders quickly pulled away and I told Kevin to go on
with them. As Carol and I continued the climb, the lead group became more distant. I started
to panic because I didn’t know if I’d remember where our left turn was. Dan was following
behind us, so surely he knew where we were to turn? To my relief, I spotted Nanette and
Kevin waiting for us at the turn off. We rode the next 25 miles in various stages of
togetherness. Carol and I were by each other’s side, but Nanette, Ronnie and Kevin
alternated riding ahead and then rejoining us.
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We finally turned off the quiet country roads and onto US-70. I knew we were close to the
end at this point. As we continued along the rolling hills of US-70, I kept my eyes peeled for
the horse statue that marked the right turn onto Dogwood Rd. Ronnie, Nanette, Carol, Kevin
and I celebrated as we turned onto McClain Rd. The Watson’s compound was in sight! We
turned up the drive and were cheered by the other riders that finished earlier. My bike
computer showed 103 miles! My legs were killing me, but I had completed the ride. A hot
shower awaited me and Kay Watson had arranged for a Mexican feast for dinner.

Red River Roadkill Rally
On Saturday morning I woke up with terribly sore knees. I wondered if I’d be able to make it
up the hills around Lake Murray. Kevin and I decided to participate in the rally on our single
bikes. I opted to ride with Carol Hopf and Janet Kirklen on the 40-mile route and Kevin joined
Chuck Kirklen on the 60-mile route. Once out of downtown Ardmore, the scenery around
Lake Murray is beautiful. There are a few steep hills, but lots of rollers with good downhills. I
decided to take it easy on the route and Janet and I chatted about the trees and foliage as
we made our way around the lake. Janet is a Master Gardner, so I always enjoy our talks
about plants and gardening. Carol pulled away and we found her along with other DATES
members at the 20-mile rest stop. Lake Murray is a popular location for campers and out of
the corner of my eye; I spotted a man walking out of the restroom wearing only a Speedo
swimsuit! Soon everyone at the rest stop had noticed him and we had a bit of a chuckle over
his choice of swimsuit.
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Janet and I continued on with Carol and Dan Hopf close behind us. At the 40-mile turnoff,
they were out of sight and I wondered if they’d decided to do the 60-mile route. We rode
along the lake and watched a small plane flying low over the water. Before long the lead
pack was whizzing by us. I yelled “hello” to the boys and saw Scott Wilson near the front of
the pack. Janet and I stopped at the approximate 32 mile rest stop and as I dismounted my
bike, Dan Hopf appeared behind me. He’d been chasing us and saw us turn into the rest
stop. Carol had “hit the wall” and decided to take a ride back to town. After visiting with the
Watsons and Thompsons, Dan, Janet and I made our way
back to Ardmore.
The festivities at the
Depot finish were in full
swing. Pizza and salad
were being served and
the DJ was playing music
and announcing winners
of prizes. To my delight, I
won a ladies’ cycling
jersey in my size! After
lunch, we waited for our
fellow DATES members
to finish and Lee Wilson
showed us how to
boogie.
Kay Watson won the quilt
raffle, although Rick
Watson claimed it was
“fixed”.

I figured doing the Saturday ride was the best thing for recovering from the century ride as
my knees were no longer hurting. Susie Mumby had also given me some Advil on the way
out of town and I think that helped too. Everyone adjourned for the day to shower and rest
up for our group dinner at Café Alley.
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DATES Easy Rider Ride
Sunday morning was the official DATES tandem ride which started at the Cedarvale Fried Pie
restaurant parking lot. 7 tandems and 2 singles started out on the planned route of about 45
miles which would take us through the Arbuckle Mountains and through the Chickasaw
National Recreation Area Park.

As we made our way to Dougherty, we were stopped by a train.
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We climbed our way around the Arbuckle Reservoir and made our way into the town of
Sulphur. From there we entered the Chickasaw Recreation Area and made the loop around
the park. As we came off the pedestrian trail, we decided to explore a lookout. We parked
the tandems and made our way through the rocks to the lookout. It turned out to be a great
photo opportunity!

It was time to make our way back to the start and as we made
the return trip through Sulpher, the scents from the restaurants
along the highway reminded me that it was getting close to
lunch time. As we turned west, we hit a strong crosswind. We
made our way back to US77 south and then we hit a headwind.
Thank goodness we only had 2 miles to go! We turned into the
Fried Pie parking area and the picnic lunch was quickly being
served up. We lunched and socialized and several couples
walked over to sample the fried pies. With the ride and lunch
over, the group seemed reluctant to leave. We stood around and
watched Rick Dixon load up his Honda Element.
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A few of us decided to drive up to the Turner Falls lookout. The water looked so inviting and
the views of the mountains were beautiful.

It had been a weekend of fun and good friends, but it was time to head home. Many thanks
to all who made the weekend so memorable; Rick and Kay Watson for organizing the
weekend and sharing their home with us, Rick and Ann Dixon for leading the century ride
and to Sandra, Ann, Renee, Janet, Janette and Dan for providing support and
encouragement along the way. We’ll be back next year!
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RTR DEBRIEF: CONFIDENTIAL
From Captain Rick Dixon
MISSION: ACCOMPLISHED
Oklahoma has once again been reminded of its status in the universe. Our army traversed
the Oklahoma roads that at times were like mine fields and scaled the hills that were meant
to slow our intrusion. We assaulted their border on Friday, cleared the outskirts of Ardmore
on Saturday, and lay waste to their last line of defense on Sunday, the Arbuckle Mountains.
This “state” had no defense against an army of mechanized warriors armed with glutes like
smooth marble, quads like chiseled steel, calves like beveled diamonds, and hearts that are
one honking slab of blood spurting muscle. Oklahoma was reminded: DON’T MESS WITH
TEXAS.
OPERATION: EXACT
The invasion route proved more than adequate, the weather was near perfect, and each and
every warrior arrived well trained, well equipped, and resolute in their determination. Each
one prepared for any obstacles that the near 200 mile/3 day mission could throw at them.
Every captain proved more than worthy of his rank and each stoker exemplified what can
happen when you mix beauty, brawn, and a pinch of grit. This was an army of leaders, not
followers. This was an army that rode, suffered, conquered, and celebrated together. This
was an army worthy of respect and adulation, especially from their leader.
LOGISTICS: PERFECT
An army that relies on the limits of their bodies and the extent of their determination must
have help with both. The body needs nourishment and the mind needs to be put at ease.
An army is only as strong as the support that is provided. Our successful 100-mile foray can
be attributed directly to the efforts of a small squadron known as the AOM. The Angels Of
Mercy kept us full, fit, and frisky. We did not travel one mile without knowing that their
assistance was a call away. We owe our victory to you. We owe our well being to you.
AOM, you know who you are and we love you.
READINESS: ONGOING
It seems that after a year or so that Oklahoma suffers a convenient loss of memory and
began to have delusions of grandeur. They must and will be reminded:

DON’T MESS WITH TEXAS
From Ann Dixon: Many thanks to all the support drivers for the Rick to Rick ride!!!
Thanks to Carol for helping me shop for food and drinks, to Dan for staying behind the last
riders at all times, to Jeanette, Sandra, and Renee for helping at all stops in between. The
"Angels of Mercy" were much appreciated and the VIP's for the entire day. Alice Ann Dixon
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From Marc Mumby:
Video and photos from DATES Rick to Rick Ride and the
Ardmore weekend. Click on the link below or paste it into
your browser.

http://www.facebook.com/l/JAQFYsryWAQHBMScynhcdNRJsLF8HsPnftydLmHwFBj9Rg/youtu.be/ILu2G9segDo
2012 DATES Rick to Rick and Ardmore weekend rides
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DATES Rides and Activities
RIDE

DATE

START
TIME

START PLACE

RIDE HOST

PHONE # / EMAIL

DISTANCE

DETAILS

Tantric Tandem
Time Trial Series

1st Sunday of
each month

9:00 am
start

Celina High School

Rick Dixon

radixon@tx.rr.com

30 miles

See Newsletter

3403 Summer
Place

Roane &
Juanita
Logan

July 4th Ride &
Pool Party

July 4

Norma’s Brunch
Ride

July 8

McKinney Ride

July 28

8:30 am
start

Farmers Branch

See Newsletter
469-688-0070 or
juanitalogan@yahoo.com

~30 miles

Please RSVP
Bring your own favorite beer and
bathing suits

~7:00 am

TBD

Warren &
Audre
Casteel

warren@wacasteel.com

TBD

Details to Come; Check DATES
website

8:00 am

Corner of South
Tennessee and
East Davis Street in
McKinney

Jeff &
Heather
Lingo

214-212-5199
jeff.lingo@gmail.com;
haslingo@gmail.com

31, 41, and
51 miles

See Newsletter

See more rides on the DATES website: http://www.doubledates.com
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DATES-LINE is published monthly during the cycling season by and for members of DOUBLE DATES. Information contained herein is for the general good of the tandem
community and may be copied without permission; credit to DOUBLE DATES and DATES-LINE is appreciated. All comments and contributions are welcome. We reserve the right
to edit all submissions. Generally, Monthly Issues are e-mailed by the end of the previous month. Notices and Articles must be received a week prior to the e-mailing date to be
included in the next issue. Machine-readable copy is required, preferably in MS WORD. Copy should be e-mailed to mailto:datesline@gmail.com.
Advertising Rates (per issue): $10 - Business card size ads; $35 - ¼ Page ads; $50 - ½ Page ads
DOUBLE DATES, the Dallas Area Tandem Enthusiasts, is a recreational club for riders of tandem bicycles.
Membership dues are $25 payable annually in February. If a team joins mid-year, the dues are: Jan – June $25;
August – Oct $12. Teams joining in November or December pay $25 and are paid up for the following year.
DATES is affiliated with or a member of the Tandem Club of America, the League of American Bicyclists, BikeTexas and BikeDFW.
______________________________
DATES COORDINATORS

Chuck and Kris Carlson

972.248.8481 (h)

mac.carlson@mac.com
kris365@sbcglobal.net

DATES-LINE EDITORS

Alan & Renee Kailer

214.208.0267 (h)

datesline@gmail.com

RIDE COORDINATORS

Scott & Mindy Mashburn

214-395-9565 (c)

smashfamily@sbcglobal.net

MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR

Linda & Kevin Vinson

972.625.6110 (h)

vinsonlj@sbcglobal.net

TREASURERS

Chuck & Janet Kirklen

972.985.7931 (h)

chuck.kirklen@pragmatx.com

SECRETARY

Carol Croy & Bruce Hudson

214.320.8708 (h)

hudsoncroy@sbcglobal.net

WEB SITE

Kevin & Linda Vinson

admin@doubledates.com

www.doubledates.com

Dallas Area Tandem Enthusiasts

Web Page: http://www.doubledates.com

Dallas Area Tandem Enthusiasts
c/o Alan & Renee Kailer
1445 Ross Avenue
Suite 3700,
Dallas, TX 75202-2785

